Abstract approved _ \~Ef ProfessĨ n engineering'praotice it is 1mpol~ant to know which factors atfect the thermal and electricel res:i.s·tancee of metal contacts~. This thesis is to investigate some ot.thesetactors such as surface roughness and contaot pressure. Thermal...electriaal contact resistance ratios tor met61l contacts were calculated trom the experimental data. ..
The information feund in these papers hae been used as a background for understanding the nature ot thermal and eleatr10al contact resistance.
Both of these contact resistanoes are primarily a function of the load on ·the contact and the condition of the surfaces. At low pressures only a small fraction otthe tota.lgross area -of the contacts is in metal... to...metal contact. Inoreasing the load., tlattens the tthills tt and reduces both "the ther.m.al and electrical contact resistance. This phenomenon is called ttspreading resistanoe;' since the flow of heat or electrical current must spread out after they pass through the restricted areas that are aatu.a.lly in contact" Another type of thermal and electrical. resistance1 Which is celled tt1ntertace resistance", is caused by a. film of foreign :material suoh as an oxide, etc. on the surfaces ot the contacting "hillett, If'the space between the flhilla tl of a contact is fUled with air, there is a heat flow by convection currents. The literature indicates this quantity of heat flow is approXimately one thousandth of the totsJ. heat flow through metal contacts.
Since the only electrical current conduction mechanism aoting between areas not in a.ctual meteJ.lia contact is that d.ue to thermionic emission, the eleotrical resistance tor these areas will be extremely high at room temperature tor Which thermionic emission is negligible.
The experimentaJ. apparatus to measure both the thermal and electrioal contaot resistances con.1sts mainly ot a bellows-actuated press which is operated remotely under e. vacuum bell. The press. pressure loada the sample metal wafers. A thin.rUm heat meter is used to indioate the quantity of heat f'lowing 'through the metal. contacts. The temperature drop caused by the oontacts is mea.f3ured with thermocouples. The temperature difference and the quantity of heat flowing 113 used to calculate the thermal contact resistance. A strain ga.ge on. the bellows-press stem measures the loading on the contact surfa.ces. Electrical probes are used to meaSU1"e the alec... trica1 resistance across the contact surfaces.
The thermocouples and eleatrica.l resistanoe probes are permanently insteJ.led in the outer'two smooth copper wafers. This makes it possible to qUickly change to other sets ot sample wafers of other metals and finishes.
In order to use this permanetlt arrangement, it is necessary to .finish two uting surfaces ot the partioular set of metal wafers to be tested, s1Inilar to the permanent smooth copper wa.ters so that these two extra matins contact resistanoes can be found and thus be subtract~d from .the overall contaot resistance.
. The data indicates that the thermal-electrical oontact resistance ratio can be changed by changing the load on the contacts. Nitrogen supply pipe to vacuum ring and bellows press) terminal connection box and the strain indicator on the right
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Nitrogen pressure gage and relief valve) vacuum ring) bellows press and platen heater which presses on the wafers .. ' .
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